**START POSITION:** Standing in shooting area behind table, hands naturally at sides, loaded firearm and extra ammo on table.

**STAGE PROCEDURE**

- **String 1:** On signal, engage targets with only two rounds each.
- **String 2:** On signal, engage each target with only two rounds each.

Both strings will start with gun on the table. All ammo for the stage will be on the table. Gun is not to be propped up in any manner. All rounds must be fired from within the shooting area.

**SCORING**

- **SCORING:** Virginia Count, 12 rounds, 60 points
- **TARGETS:** 3 IPSC
- **SCORED HITS:** Best 4/paper
- **START - STOP:** Audible - Last shot
- **PENALTIES:** Per current edition of USPSA Rule Book.

**SETUP NOTES:** Shoot targets are 58 inches high at shoulders. Table top is 30 inches high. No-shoots on T1 and T3 are set so top of no-shoot is even with top of shoulder and the no-shoot's scoring line is vertically in the middle of the A-zone scoring line. No-shoots on T2 are set so the scoring lines overlay the A-zone scoring lines. T2 and both no-shoots are set to the same height.
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